1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Psychotherapy is effective. That is uncontroversial. What is controversial is the reason for its effectiveness. Two different paradigms (i.e., metatheoretical assumptions, [@bb0400]) are used to explain psychotherapy\'s effectives: Specific theories (several have been proposed) and the common factors or contextual model. This paper briefly describes the origin and assumptions of these paradigms and then shows how the insights gained from dual process theory, motivational theories of personality, and the adaptation of self-correcting control systems provide a way of integrating specific and contextual mechanisms within a reformulated contextual model.

2. History and rationale for specific theories {#s0010}
==============================================

Modern western medicine is based on the assumption that symptoms are caused by specific biological faults or pathophysiologies ([@bb0510]). Each disease is defined by its unique pathophysiology and is treated by a treatment or treatments that correct the specific fault that defines the disease. Inspired by the findings of anatomists in the 16th century, western medicine began to replace Hippocratic medicine during the 17th, 18th centuries becoming the dominant paradigm by the end of the 19th century ([@bb0510]).

By the end of the 19th century the specific pathophysiology of most diseases had been discovered with one exception. Despite considerable effort, no pathophysiology had been discovered for nervous diseases -- i.e., diseases assumed to be caused by nerves. Despite his initial belief in the existence of pathophysiology ([@bb0210]), Freud, who was a medical doctor not a psychologist, proposed a new way of explaining nervous disorders ([@bb0215]). Symptoms could be explained by a psychological fault instead of a biological fault, and successful treatment could be achieved by correcting the psychological fault through a psychological route -- the talking cure. Nervous diseases were reinterpreted as mental illness with the exception of a limited number of nervous diseases for which pathophysiology was discovered only after Freud\'s theoretical development ([@bb0040]).

The fault correction model of mental illness was subsequently adopted by psychologists but with other types of fault and fault correction. Behaviorists attributed the fault to erroneous associations ([@bb0655]); cognitive psychologists to erroneous cognitions ([@bb0065], [@bb0070]), and existential psychologists to lack of meaning ([@bb0205]). Each specific psychotherapy assumes a specific fault that is corrected by a specific intervention. More recent approaches, including third wave cognitive behavior interventions, remain part of the cognitive tradition where erroneous cognitions are considered the underlying fault. For example, mindfulness is thought effective because it disrupts rumination and increases self-compassion, both of which reduce the occurrence of negative cognitions ([@bb0220]; [@bb0580]).

3. History and rationale for common factors or contextual model {#s0015}
===============================================================

By the middle of the 1930s there was sufficient data for [@bb0535] to publish a paper with the title "some implicit common factors in diverse methods of psychotherapy." Rosenzweig argued that all psychotherapies were equally effective because of factors that are common to all psychotherapies. The common factor or non-specific mechanisms were later identified as response expectancy or placebo response ([@bb0385]) a cognitive response that is accompanied by the emotion of hope ([@bb0395]) and the therapeutic relationship ([@bb0350]; [@bb0525]). More recent non-specific mechanisms include the affective consequences of a goal oriented ritual that is accompanied by hope ([@bb0250]; [@bb0320]; [@bb0340]) and the empowering effects of choice ([@bb0245]; [@bb0240]). All these non-specific mechanisms affect outcome through some form of meaning embedded in the therapeutic situation ([@bb0200]; [@bb0455]) or context and hence the contextual model of psychotherapy ([@bb0630]).

The contextual model is a fault correction model. According to [@bb0190] anxiety and depression are caused by demoralisation which is the consequence of negative events. Demoralisation is corrected by remoralisation ([@bb0195], [@bb0200]; [@bb0620]) which is achieved through the morale enhancing effect of psychotherapy, an effect that can be explained by the various nonspecific mechanisms. The placebo and expectancy signal hope, the relationship provides social support, and meaningful therapeutic rituals provide a sense of accomplishment consistent with mechanisms of motivational concordance and therapy choice.

More recently, Wampold and Budge ([@bb0095]; [@bb0640]) provide an evolutionary perspective suggesting that the common factors satisfy a need of relatedness that evolved due to the interdependence of archaic human groups, an evolutionary perspective consistent with the hypothesis that functional faults were created in non-contributing Paleolithic individuals ([@bb0300]). In sum, both contextual and specific models provide an account of a fault that is corrected through therapy, but different types of fault and correction are proposed.

4. Three interlinked issues that form the basis of this paper {#s0020}
=============================================================

This paper addresses three linked issues. The first is that specific models are dominant in training and practice but there is long standing evidence that the benefit of psychotherapy is due to contextual factors and little (some argue none) is due to specific factors ([@bb0630]; [@bb0650]; [@bb0645]), though the evidence is not uncontroversial and the underlying assumptions of the controversy may be overly simplistic ([@bb0180]).

The second issue concerns the relationship between psychotherapy and medicine. Medical treatments correct a specific fault but can vary in level of generality, namely disease, sub-disease and multi-disease level. Many treatments are disease specific, for example, different drugs target the different inflammatory mediators of different inflammatory diseases. Some treatments such as oral corticosteroids can be used for several different diseases because they have a beneficial effect on several different inflammatory mediators. There is also a yet more general level of treatment. Patients who have different surgical and medical conditions receive the same treatment of bed rest, and bed rest is the only recommended treatment (with symptom relief) for influenza. There is also a sub-disease level called personalised medicine ([@bb0625]) which is defined as""treatments targeted to the needs of individual patients on the basis of genetic, biomarker, phenotypic, or psychosocial characteristics that distinguish a given patient from other patients with similar clinical presentations". ([@bb0015], p 410.)"

The different levels of treatment for any given disease are tied together theoretically because they all correct the same fault but in different ways: treatments are complementary not competitive.

Different psychotherapies have been presented as competitive both historically ([@bb0175]) and in the present day ([@bb0055]; [@bb0280]) because there is no consensus about the underlying fault that needs correcting. The competitive relationship between psychotherapeutic interventions has been questioned. Fifty years ago Cronbach argued that the existence of individual differences precludes a best type of psychotherapy ([@bb0125], [@bb0130]). If different psychotherapeutic mechanisms are complementary rather than competitive, then a type of fault needs to be identified that can be corrected by both contextual and specific mechanisms.

The third issue is that of explanatory completeness. A complete account of illness provides an account of (a) the nature of the fault (b) what causes the fault and why it occurs in some people and not others (c) what can be done to correct the fault and (d) how to prevent the fault occurring in the future. In the case of the recent Covid-19 pandemic, the fault is a virus, the virus is spread through droplets transmitted from one person to another, it can be treated by anti-viral medicines and supportive care, and is prevented either by a vaccine or by social distancing.

Explanatory completeness is lacking in more recent theories of psychotherapy. Negative cognitions would arise from adverse circumstances, but the cognitive approach fails to explain how incorrect cognitions arise and how to prevent them in the absence of adverse conditions. The contextual model has adverse circumstances as a cause of demoralisation ([@bb0190]), and adverse circumstances are associated with health risk ([@bb0120]). However, some data cannot be explained only by adverse circumstances. The burden of anxiety and depression is not higher in low and medium income countries in comparison with high income countries ([@bb0685]) and collectivism versus individualism moderates the impact of negative social and other events on mental health ([@bb0470]; [@bb0585]).

The above three issues demonstrate that, despite the success and insights gained from practice and research in psychotherapy, existing psychotherapeutic theories are incomplete. This conclusion is not new. Commentators point out that there is a lack of theory and lack of transparency in exactly what is happening in the process of psychotherapy ([@bb0225]; [@bb0355]). Historians of science show that research programs develop best when theory precedes data (progressive problem shift) rather than data giving rise to theory (degenerating problem shift) ([@bb0415]). The aim of this paper is provide an overarching theory that (a) integrates specific and contextual mechanisms within a single theoretical framework, (b) provides an account of the nature of the fault, how it is formed, how it can be treated and how prevented, and (c) provides a basis for understanding individual differences in response to different treatments.

5. Implicit beliefs {#s0025}
===================

In the original formulation of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) depression and anxiety are the result of erroneous cognitions (explicit beliefs), and cognitions are the faults that need correcting ([@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075]). By contrast, in the reformulated contextual model implicit beliefs cause depression and anxiety, and implicit beliefs are the fault that needs correcting.

The term implicit belief originates in early studies of decision making (e.g., [@bb0475]) but is most widely associated with dual process theory. Dual process theory explains how people make decisions when those decisions do not follow logical rules ([@bb0605]), a theory for which Kahneman received the Nobel Prize for economics in 2002 (Tversky died in 1996). Decisions can be made in two ways. System 1 produces fast, automatic and emotional responses and is a process that is unavailable to consciousness. System 2 produces slower, deliberate responses that are based on conscious reasoning ([@bb0170]; [@bb0365]). Dual process theory has a number of applications. For example, people can have the conscious cognition that they have positive beliefs and attitudes towards a minority group, but tests show that they have negative implicit beliefs and attitudes ([@bb0140]; [@bb0405]). Implicit beliefs drive affective reactions and behaviors that can be inconsistent with rational and considered appraisal of the situation.

Working separately from psychologists, philosophers make a distinction between aliefs and beliefs, a distinction motivated by the observation that behavior can be inconsistent with what people say they are going to do ([@bb0030]). A common illustration of the difference between aliefs and beliefs is that of a person standing on the edge of a precipice. The person believes that they are safe, but they *feel* they are unsafe because there is an alief that the visual cue of a cliff edge is dangerous ([@bb0255]; [@bb0275]). People stand back from the edge of the cliff even though, when asked, they say they are not in danger. [@bb0275] suggests that the placebo effect is due to aliefs, not beliefs.

The idea that judgement or behavior occurs without conscious mediation has been rediscovered several times. Psychodynamic theory is predicated on the assumption of unconscious motives and unconscious beliefs. Working independently from psychoanalysts the early experimental psychologists showed that voluntary action ([@bb0010]) and judgement ([@bb0435]) could occur without conscious mediation, findings that contributed to the abandonment of the introspective method and the rise of behaviorism ([@bb0330]).

6. Implicit beliefs in the reformulated contextual model {#s0030}
========================================================

Dual process theory was proposed in 1974 ([@bb0605]), but it was not till much later that the idea of implicit beliefs was incorporated within the framework of CBT. In earlier publications implicit beliefs were presented as a factor causing or influencing explicit beliefs ([@bb0085]; [@bb0265]). In later publications a dynamic two-way process between implicit and explicit beliefs was proposed ([@bb0590]). In both cases the causal relationship between implicit and explicit beliefs means that they become congruent with each other.

The use of implicit beliefs in the reformulated contextual model differs from that in the CBT model in two ways. First, clinical anxiety and depression are the consequence only of implicit beliefs, not explicit beliefs or cognitions. Second, implicit and explicit beliefs can be incongruent, i.e., implicit beliefs can be inconsistent with rational judgement or reality. According to the reformulated contextual model anxiety arises when all situations create an implicit belief of danger, an implicit belief that creates the affect and behaviors associated with danger. Depression occurs when all situations create the implicit belief of goal failure, an implicit belief that creates the sad affect and behaviors associated with goal failure.

Explicit and implicit beliefs are organised hierarchically because the goals to which they relate are hierarchically organised ([@bb0310]). The implicit beliefs of reward versus lack of reward and of safety versus threat are components of a super-ordinate belief of 'good life' versus 'bad life' reflecting a super-ordinate goal of well-being. Symptoms of anxiety and depression are correlated because threat and reward are components of this super-ordinate belief. The state of demoralisation, which is described by [@bb0190] as the cause of mental illness, is due to implicit beliefs that all experience will be threatening and lacking in reward, i.e., that all life is bad. Demoralisation is a state caused by a super-ordinate negative implicit belief, but implicit beliefs vary in specificity. Examples of more specific negative implicit beliefs include 'going outside is dangerous' (causing agoraphobia) or 'spiders are dangerous' (causing arachnophobia).

7. Why implicit beliefs become inconsistent with reality {#s0035}
========================================================

Negative implicit beliefs form in two ways, either because they reflect the reality of adverse conditions or because they do not. The contribution of adverse conditions as well as moderating factors (e.g., genetics, early life experiences) are discussed as part of the CBT model ([@bb0080]), and adverse factors and their moderators should also be considered contributory to negative implicit beliefs within the reformulated contextual model. The additional contribution of the reformulated contextual model is that it explains how implicit beliefs become negative in the absence of objectively defined adverse conditions.

Implicit beliefs become inconsistent with reality because of adaptation of a self-correcting control system. The body functions through control systems. Mental states form part of a control system that alters behavior and therefore the environment. The adaptive function of mental content was noted by William James (1899/1922) over a hundred years ago.""Our sensations are here to attract us or deter us, our memories to warn or encourage us, our feelings to impel, and our thoughts to restrain our behavior, so that on the whole we may prosper and our days be long in the land." (James, 1899/1922, p 24.)"

Cognitions, implicit beliefs and associated affective states alter behavior. The behavior then alters the situation to form a feedback loop (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ). When the situation is dangerous, the person experiences anxiety, and anxiety leads to behavioral avoidance, and so removal of danger. When the situation is one of goal failure, the person experiences sadness, and sadness leads to disengagement from that particular goal, providing the opportunity for more successful goal oriented behavior elsewhere. Under most circumstances system 1 (automatic) and system 2 (rational) provide the same correct interpretation of the situation, and behavior is adaptive to that correct interpretation.Fig. 1An adaptive feedback system from implicit beliefs and cognitions. Depression and anxiety are caused by implicit beliefs, the impact of cognitions being indirect and mediated through behavior and the situation.Fig. 1

It sometimes happens that the behavior generated by rational considered appraisal (system 2) is inconsistent with the automatically generated implicit beliefs (system 2). Imagine a person who hates their job because every day they come home feeling a failure because the way they are treated. The rational system 2 generated belief is that the job needs to be done to make money, but the automatic system 1 belief is that the job creates sadness and so should be avoided. As a second example, imagine a child who takes examinations on a regular basis. The rational system 2 belief is that the exam needs to be taken for future advantage, but the automatic system 1 belief that the child is in danger and so exams should be avoided. In both these examples behavior is consistent with rational system 2 beliefs but inconsistent with automatic system 1 beliefs.

Connectionist psychology shows how an underlying network structure can create a system that not only self-regulates but can also learn from experience to improve that self-regulation, i.e., the system self-corrects ([@bb0165]; [@bb0295]). If, behavioral control is part of a self-correcting control system ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), then any failure for an automatic system 1 belief to alter behavior will lead to a potentiation of that belief. This type of adaptive change can be illustrated with an analogy: If someone does not listen to what you say a common response is to talk louder, i.e., provide a stronger signal. Repeated approach to situations that create sadness should increases the intensity of sadness created by the situation. Repeated approach to situations that create threat should increase the perception of threat of that situation. If the self-regulatory failure persists over a period of time, then the implicit belief of goal failure danger or should increase to such an extent that goal failure and threat is interpreted when neither goal failure nor threat is present. If a person persists in approaching situations that create sadness, then all situations will be interpreted as one of goal failure creating the anhedonia of depression. If a person persists in approaching situations that create anxiety, then all situations will be interpreted as threatening. If anxiety is repeatedly provoked by examinations then, as evidence shows, exam anxiety increases as a function of the number of exams taken ([@bb0450]).

The adaptation of implicit beliefs proposed here can be contrasted with another adaptive process, the extinction of emotional responses. If a child is anxious about exams, enters the examination room and finds that it a pleasant experience, then the implicit belief of danger would abate, in the same way that systematic desensitisation leads to a reduction of fear in spiders. The problem is that the child does not feel safe during the examination and continues to be anxious afterwards while waiting for results. Fear of spiders would not reduce if the spider kept biting during the process of desensitisation. When standing on the edge of a cliff, a person feels unsafe even when told that there is nothing to worry about. Exposure therapy predicts that after a while people should feel less unsafe, because they do not actually fall. However, if they did experience falling on a regular basis then fear of standing on a cliff edge would increase. Extinction does not occur when behavior is linked to a negative emotion that fails to abate.

In summary, when rational, conscious system 2 processes generate behaviors that are inconsistent with the adaptive function of the automatic system 1 implicit beliefs, then, gradually over time, the system 1 implicit beliefs change so that they no longer provide a more negative interpretation of the situation. Implicit beliefs may influence cognitions as suggested by CBT theorists ([@bb0085]; [@bb0265])) but, because system 1 beliefs are formed through an automatic process from situational inputs, cognitions influence implicit beliefs only when mediated by behavior (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).

The reformulated contextual model proposes that people ignore their automatically generated feelings because of cognitive factors that prioritise other types of behavior. People ignore their automatically generated feelings for a variety of reasons: (a), social obligations including helping others and social expectations, (b) because the person is in a difficult situation and sees no option but to continue, (c) because the behavior produces rewards that are seen as more important than the negative automatically generated feelings. Adaptation occurs when automatically generated feelings fail to alter behavior. Anxiety and depression are the consequence of an adaptive process that has gone wrong rather than a broken part.

8. Other motivational theories and behavioral involvement in the formation of anxiety and depression {#s0040}
====================================================================================================

Evidence-based motivational theories of depression have similarities with the reformulated contextual model. The control theory of depression ([@bb0305]) shows how a number of different motivational theories predict that a persistent mismatch between a reference criterion (goal) and perceptual input (the situation) is responsible for depression. Many motivation theories propose that goal dissatisfaction occurs with or without behavioral involvement, and are therefore consistent with the principle that adverse circumstances lead to mental illness. However, in learned helplessness theory, affective, cognitive and behavioral deficits occur only when a person attempts to control an uncontrollable situation ([@bb0005]; [@bb0425]). These deficits do not occur in uncontrollable situations where there is no attempt by the person to control the situation, providing evidence consistent with the reformulated contextual model that behavior is an important factor in the formation of pathology.

If depression and anxiety can result from a conflict between automatic system 1 and rational system 2 appraisal, then personality traits that predispose to that conflict should predict anxiety and depression. High need for control and perfectionism are associated with failure to disengage from unattainable goals resulting in the suppression of automatically generated sadness and anxiety. Need for control ([@bb0100]) and perfectionism ([@bb0550]) and in particular self-critical perfectionism ([@bb0480]) are associated with poorer mental health. Suppression of automatically generated feelings can also result from a desire to help others. The personality scale *silencing the self* measures the extent to which a person\'s goals are suppressed in favor of the needs of others and is associated with poor mental health ([@bb0430]) in particular when associated with adverse circumstances ([@bb0615]). Altruism can lead to people placing others\' goals above their own and is positively associated with poorer mental health in people in caring professions ([@bb0160]) as well as entrepreneurs ([@bb0375]).

In summary, the reformulated contextual model adds to existing motivational theories and evidence that adverse circumstances are pathogenic by showing how behavioral suppression of automatically generated feelings leads to a process of adaptation, and how this adaptation can occur with or without objective adverse circumstances.

9. Spontaneous remission and therapy {#s0045}
====================================

Adaptation is a reversible process. Repeated experience that the world is safe and rewarding will lead to a gradual change in implicit beliefs away from those of danger and lack of reward, particularly if those repeated experiences arise from behavioral choice. Such change can occur spontaneously. Naturally occurring changes in behavior or circumstances could lead to increased experiences of that life is good, with consequent reductions in anxiety and depression depending on the extent that good life is safe or rewarding respectively. However, anxiety and depression often lead to behaviors that suppress the experience of happiness (depression creates anhedonia, anxiety to avoidance) and in which case therapy is needed for recovery.

The mechanisms described in the contextual model provide positive information in a variety of ways. The placebo effect promises a reduction in symptoms and improvement in life brought about by symptom reduction. The therapeutic relationship satisfies a fundamental human need for a meaningful relationship with other humans. Motivationally concordant rituals provide rewarding experiences in each of the activities that the person engages. Rituals all have the function of helping the client experience a world that is safe and rewarding. A repetition of these various experiences over time will lead to a gradual change in negative implicit beliefs to positive implicit beliefs, reflecting an overall implicit belief that life is good.

Specific psychotherapeutic techniques also generate experiences of safety and positive affect. Cognitive change techniques help clients experience the world in a more positive way and helps them engage in behaviors that are more rewarding. Relaxation and meditation techniques such as mindfulness prevents rumination about danger and creates a time and place of safety. Relaxation is possible only if a person feels safe. Interventions such as commitment and acceptance therapy and gratitude therapy provide specific experiences that generate positive affect. Existential psychotherapy helps people reflect on what is important and achieve a more meaningful life ([@bb0690]). All the different psychological interventions correct the same underlying fault of negative implicit beliefs, but they do it in different ways.

Psychotherapy is one of several non-pharmacological treatments that are effective for treating depression and anxiety. Massage therapy ([@bb0515]), yoga ([@bb0610]) and tai chi ([@bb0390]) all have significant benefits for depression and anxiety. Evidence suggests that various forms of complementary and alternative medicine are effective due to the same contextual mechanisms as psychotherapy ([@bb0315]). They do so by inducing feelings of positive affect and relaxation through the therapeutic bond, expectancy and a ritual that creates positive affect, i.e., factors common with all psychotherapies ([@bb0190]).

Therapeutic interventions are not necessary to improve the context in which a person lives. The extra-therapeutic context also affects outcome ([@bb0135]). Travel and tourism are associated with better well-being ([@bb0410]), in particular when tourism involves a 'happy' destination ([@bb0115]) or a meaningful experience such as swimming with dolphins ([@bb0045]; [@bb0660]), or walking in natural contexts of high value ([@bb0060]; [@bb0675]). Achieving those more enjoyable and more meaningful experiences may be difficult for some people. The recovery movement ([@bb0145]) provides lifestyle coaching where clients are encouraged to remember what created happiness in the past and how those past, happiness creating activities can be recovered, and the hope model ([@bb0110]; [@bb0555]) encourages people to find ways of achieving their own goals. The concept of personal health budgets or social prescribing is based on the premise that patients may need financial help in making the lifestyle changes that promote recovery ([@bb0035]; [@bb0495]). Finally, religiosity and spirituality provide a more positive interpretation of many contexts and are associated with improved well-being and reduced mental illness ([@bb0500]), showing that socially mediated philosophies can also affect the context in which people live.

In summary, it is the context that both causes mental illness and is responsible for its remission. Any experience that satisfies goals signifying a good life can create a positive change in negative implicit beliefs. The experience that life is good can occur during the process of psychotherapy and other forms of therapy and through changes that are implemented in extra-therapeutic contexts.

10. Four features of the reformulated contextual model {#s0050}
======================================================

There are four of the reformulated contextual model that distinguishes it from earlier models, the first being how draws on evolution theory. Wampold and Budge ([@bb0095]; [@bb0640]) cite the evolutionary significance of the relationship. [@bb0565] cites the signalling effect of symptoms on the behavior of others in early society. Both are relevant but an additional focus is provided by this reformulation of the model.

The extraordinary survival of anatomically modern humans when all other co-existing hominids became extinct ([@bb2000]) is due to successful group selection -- selection for survival of the group rather than survival of the individual ([@bb0680]). Group selection facilitates not only prosocial behavior of group members (altruism, relationship building etc.) but also role specialisation ([@bb0025]; [@bb0260]). Honey bees evolved through group selection. Worker bees have several different roles: nursery bees, foragers, guards, or thermoregulators, with age dependent change in functions ([@bb0545]; [@bb0560]). In modern society, a mix of skills rather than uniformity of skills enhances group performance ([@bb0370]).

Human survival was due to an ability to achieve a range of very different outcomes in highly varied environments by cooperative individuals whose innate or acquired differences created a skill mix. This evolutionary past is consistent with the observation that modern people differ in their goals and values ([@bb0440]; [@bb0540]). In addition, age related changes in goals and behavior have an evolutionary basis. The extended life expectancy and unique postreproductive period of anatomically modern humans is not found in other hominids (e.g., Neanderthals) and evolved as a cultural not a biological adaptation ([@bb0105]). Non-reproductive individuals have no biological selective advantage. When drones (male honey bees) lose their reproductive function in the autumn they are expelled from the hive and die. Paleolithic grandparents, despite their weaker physique, provided selective advantage as information providers and educators carers of grandchildren ([@bb0020]; [@bb0595]), a grandparenting function that differs from those of animals where there are reproductive grandparents ([@bb0505]). The evolutionary history of humans shows that, although relationships are important, survival depended on much more, for example, exploration and discovery, planning, nurturing, hunting and aggression, technological skills, education, remembering, problem solving etc., which are summarised to some extent by the primary motives of self-determination theory, connection, autonomy and competence ([@bb0150]). In brief, people evolved to do things that are perceived by them as meaningful but meaningful in different ways for different people and where meaning changes over the lifespan. Meaning in life is a strong predictor of health ([@bb0290]), but what is rewarding or important for one person may not be for another. The reformulated contextual model presented here is predicated on individual differences in needs and goals that change over the lifespan.

A second feature of the reformulated contextual model is that the term *context* is being used in a different sense from earlier models where the context refers only to the psychotherapeutic context. In this model, the context refers to any context including the extra-therapeutic context. The extra-therapeutic context consists of events that have happened before the patient attends for treatment as well as the events that happen while or after the experience of treatment. Pre-therapy experiences are important. If a person experiences trauma, then implicit beliefs will incline towards danger. If a person is living a life that for them is unrewarding, then implicit beliefs will form that tend to interpret situations as unrewarding.

A third feature of the reformulated contextual model is that it is an interactional model, an idea that is implicit but not developed in earlier models. The optimum contextual change (which may be psychotherapy) is one that is concordant with the patient\'s goals or needs, a prediction consistent with studies of therapeutic relationship ([@bb0285]; [@bb0635]) and motivational concordance theory ([@bb0320]; [@bb0340]; [@bb0345]). In one study people were offered an inert complementary treatment (flower essences) that were presented as either a spiritual or non-spiritual therapy. Spiritually oriented people did better on the treatment presented as a spiritual treatment but not on the non-spiritual treatment therapy ([@bb0340]). Additionally, the perceived effectiveness of different interventions depends on concordance between the values associated with the intervention and the values of the person ([@bb0670]). The optimum therapy is one that matches the patient to the intervention. The optimum therapy changes the particular negative implicit beliefs that are causing symptoms for that particular patient.

A fourth feature of the model is that contextual and specific mechanisms are complementary rather than competitive. The mechanisms proposed by the contextual and specific models can contribute in different ways to correcting the same negative implicit belief. If the symptom is generalised anxiety, then implicit beliefs about generalised threat require changing and interventions that target beliefs at this level of generality will be most effective, for example, a supportive relationship, expectation of improvement, specific relaxation techniques, cognitive reframing and stress avoidance in everyday life. If the symptom is fear of spiders, then interventions that target that particular belief will be most effective, for example, desensitisation, flooding and the expectation that spiders will no longer be frightening. The nature of the fault determines the kind of interventions that are most effective, and both contextual and specific mechanisms can contribute to changing the same implicit belief.

There is a parallel between the reformulated contextual model and management of medical conditions. Expectancy has features in common with bed rest. If is helpful in many conditions, sometimes it is sufficient, but often it is best combined with other interventions that have a greater effect on the fault. The skilled psychotherapist has features in common with personalised medicine in providing an intervention that is specific to individual patient need. For both medicine and psychology, a particular fault can be corrected by many different mechanisms and interventions, but the success of treatment depends on correctly identifying the fault.

11. New predictions from the reformulated contextual model {#s0055}
==========================================================

A new theory is useful to the extent that it makes novel, testable predictions. Can the reformulated contextual model make novel predictions that lead to more effective treatment of depression and anxiety?*Prediction 1*

Although adverse circumstances promote negative implicit beliefs, it is the behaviors that make those adverse circumstances persist that are most damaging in the formation of implicit beliefs. One would therefore predict that choosing and engaging in behaviors that create safety and reward is more therapeutic than simply experiencing safety and reward without behavioral commitment. Existing data shows that behavioral commitment is a key component of therapeutic change. The more effort invested by a client in a therapeutic regimen, the better the outcome of that regimen, irrespective of the type of regimen ([@bb0230], [@bb0235]). Choice also improves outcome ([@bb0245]; [@bb0240]) and the act of choosing involves behavioral commitment. Diametrically opposite behaviors improve outcome compared to a no behavior control demonstrating the beneficial behavioral effects of the ritual ([@bb0380]).

One prediction, therefore is that therapies that require and encourage behavioral commitment should lead to better outcome. For example, the act of deciding to visit a psychotherapist should lead to better outcome compared to a visit being organised by a relative or friend.*Prediction 2*

The involvement of significant others is a common reason why people persist in activitis that are contrary to their automatically generated feelings. A person may persist in a hated job to maintain a family. A person may suppress their own needs in order to care for children or elderly relatives. A person may persist in a threatening situation to satisfy others\' expectations. Where significant others are involved in the formation of anxiety or depression, then therapeutic change may need the understanding or adjustment of those significant others, consistent with reported benefits of family therapy ([@bb0155]; [@bb0185]; [@bb0575]). When significant others create a barrier for a person living a good life, then therapy involving significant others and change in those significant others would be most productive in producing the contextual change that is needed.*Prediction 3*

A third prediction is based on a corollary of the reformulated contextual model that each person has a unique route into anxiety or depression illness and each person a unique route out. The development of anxiety and depression is the consequence of a particular type of behavior-context interaction. Interventions may be most effective where a client identifies the historical antecedents of their illness and develops a plan that counteracts the effects of those antecedents. The patient\'s narrative of how illness developed should help guide the narrative of how to recover. Recovery needs change; an understanding of history helps prevent the mistakes of history being repeated. The patient\'s narrative into illness should help the patient find a route out and remain healthy.

12. The narrative {#s0060}
=================

The 19th century narrative of mental illness is one of inherited mental weakness, a narrative that may have contributed to the long-standing stigma associated with mental illness. More recently, the narrative of CBT is one of incorrect cognitions, the implication being that the person is irrational or has made some kind of mistake. Both these narratives provide an internal attribution of cause -- the fault is due to an error in the person. The client\'s own narrative of their illness affects their response to treatment ([@bb0520]).

One criticism of CBT is that it is a middle class treatment for middle class people whose lives are objectively good ([@bb0460]). Life is not always kind to people. The reformulated contextual model provides a narrative with an external attribution of blame and with an emphasis on changing the external context that has contributed to the person\'s problems. Rather than changing the client, the narrative is focuses on what the client (and others) can do to change the client\'s context. The personality characteristics that predict illness are positive personality characteristics (e.g., altruism, perfectionism) providing a positive, self-affirming narrative. People become ill not because they are mentally weak but because they are nice people trying do their best in difficult circumstances. The reformulated contextual model provides people with a narrative to understand why they are feeling the way they do and what they need to do to stop feeling that way.

There is no research on the narrative of the reformulated contextual model with people with mental health problems, but a very similar narrative has been used for patients with fibromyalgia ([@bb0335]). Patients are told that their (medically unexplained) pain is a caused by their persisting in behaviors that cause pain, often because they have put others first and neglected their own needs ([@bb0325]). Qualitative research shows that patients find this narrative consistent with prior experience, and the realisation that they can do something to help themselves is found to be empowering ([@bb0335]), in contrast to other psychological explanations that often create strong negative reactions ([@bb0570]). The narrative of the reformulated contextual model may be one of its most useful features in clinical practice.

13. Effective therapy and the therapeutic relationship {#s0065}
======================================================

The reformulated contextual model is supported by evidence that different types of psychotherapy are equally effective. There are two possible reasons for the data. One is that all psychotherapies are effective through the same common factors and same mechanisms. A second, which is consistent with the present model, is that equivalence between psychotherapies is an equivalence of mean outcome, not an equivalence for individual clients, some of whom do better with one and some do better than another type of intervention. In the study comparing different instructions for flower essences, the authors ([@bb0340]) found that although spiritually oriented people did better on the spiritually oriented therapy, there was no mean difference in effectiveness of the different types of instruction. Non-spiritual people did worse in the spiritual condition. The finding that on average different psychotherapies are equivalent may be due to some doing better and some worse on all forms of psychotherapy, consistent with Cronbach\'s claim that, because of individual differences, there is no best form of psychotherapy ([@bb0125], [@bb0130]).

If, as the evidence shows, there is no a priori reason for selecting a particular type of psychotherapy but, as evidence also shows, psychotherapists differ themselves in terms of effectiveness, then a sensible recommendation for any patient is to find a therapist with a history of effective outcomes ([@bb0630]). The recommendation from the reformulated contextual model is slightly different. The patient should find the right therapeutic context and this may or may not involve psychotherapy and a particular psychotherapist. In some cases the patient will recognise when the right therapeutic context 'feels right' but in other cases the patient may be in such a state of demoralisation that help is needed by the therapist in identifying what therapeutic context is needed. A skilled therapist working within the reformulated contextual model will be able to distinguish whether further psychotherapy sessions are needed or whether instead the patient is best served by reconnection to a previously held faith or community or a holiday in a meaningful place.

The therapeutic relationship is an important predictor of outcome ([@bb0285]; [@bb0635]). The judgement of relationship is a system 1 judgement in that the process is not available to introspection. It is automatic and made in the first few minutes of the encounter between therapist and patient. The patient decides whether the therapy on offer 'feels right.' The judgement is based on cues spontaneously detected by the patient and which, according to the model here, informs the patient whether that interaction is likely to lead to the changes in relevant implicit beliefs.

A central feature of the reformulated contextual model is the recognition that people differ in their needs and values. The reason some therapists produce more effective relationships and better outcomes than others is that they are more perceptive in adapting their behavior to the particular needs of the patient ([@bb0285]; [@bb0635]). The hypothesis that good therapists respond to individual patient need is consistent with placebo research showing better outcome occurs when the therapeutic intervention matches the needs and values of the patient ([@bb0340]).

The therapeutic relationship arises from two automatic system 1 processes: one that guides the perception of the patient or client and other that guides the behavior of the therapist. It is an intuitive interaction between two people. System 1 thinking cannot be taught except through experience ([@bb0365]), and the ability to create a therapeutic relationship may also reflect innate or life experiences that predispose people to feel what others feel. People who cry easily in films may make good psychotherapists. The difficulty in training this intuitive, automatic skill of relationship building explains why Carl Rogers wrote that he did not try to develop a skill in the therapists he trained but rather to develop an attitude towards clients ([@bb0525]). The difference between automatic and rational thinking in psychotherapy is reflected in the conflict Rogers felt between the need for psychology to be a science in contrast to the intuition he experienced in the process of psychotherapy ([@bb0530]).""I have felt an increasing discomfort at the distance between the rigorous objectivity of myself as scientist and the almost mystical subjectivity of myself as a therapist." ([@bb0530], p. 267)."

Rogers may have been unaware that intuitive judgement is part of scientific discovery ([@bb0090]; [@bb0420]) and that experienced medical practitioners use system 1 thinking often to make better diagnostic decision making compared to rule following decisions ([@bb0270]; [@bb0465]; [@bb0490]).

Finally, it should be noted that psychotherapy is only one way of changing a person\'s context. There are many other ways of reducing negative implicit beliefs, for example, visiting a complementary therapist, going for walks in the countryside, taking part in religious activities, changing jobs or relationships, or finding a new hobby. The most effective route to recovery will vary with the patient\'s needs and circumstances.

Although this paper has focused on treatment, it is generally acknowledged that prevention is better than cure. Current prevention of mental illness focusses on the avoidance of adverse circumstances ([@bb0050]; [@bb0445]). The reformulated contextual model predicts that, in addition, prevention requires a person (a) makes choices that satisfy the person\'s own particular needs, so that the person feels they have a rewarding and meaningful life ([@bb0290]) and (b) avoids contexts that prevent people listening to what their bodies and minds are trying to tell them. Neither are easy in modern society.
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